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Introduction to Phenomenology 2002-06-01
introduction to phenomenology is an outstanding and comprehensive guide to phenomenology dermot moran lucidly examines the contributions of phenomenology
s nine seminal thinkers brentano husserl heidegger gadamer arendt levinas sartre merleau ponty and derrida written in a clear and engaging style
introduction to phenomenology charts the course of the phenomenological movement from its origins in husserl to its transformation by derrida it
describes the thought of heidegger and sartre phenomonology s most famous thinkers and introduces and assesses the distinctive use of phenomonology by
some of its lesser known exponents such as levinas arendt and gadamer throughout the book the enormous influence of phenomenology on the course of
twentieth century philosophy is thoroughly explored this is an indispensible introduction for all unfamiliar with this much talked about but little
understood school of thought technical terms are explained throughout and jargon is avoided introduction to phenomenology will be of interest to all
students seeking a reliable introduction to a key movement in european thought

Edmund Husserl 2013-05-02
dermot moran provides a lucid engaging and critical introduction to edmund husserl s philosophy with specific emphasis on his development of
phenomenology this book is a comprehensive guide to husserl s thought from its origins in nineteenth century concerns with the nature of scientific
knowledge and with psychologism through his breakthrough discovery of phenomenology and his elucidation of the phenomenological method to the late
analyses of culture and the life world husserl s complex ideas are presented in a clear and expert manner individual chapters explore husserl s key texts
including philosophy of arithmetic logical investigations ideas i cartesian meditations and crisis of the european sciences in addition moran offers
penetrating criticisms and evaluations of husserl s achievement including the contribution of his phenomenology to current philosophical debates
concerning consciousness and the mind edmund husserl is an invaluable guide to understanding the thought of one of the seminal thinkers of the twentieth
century it will be helpful to students of contemporary philosophy and to those interested in scientific literary and cultural studies on the european
continent

Husserl's Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology 2012-08-23
this volume explains husserl s diagnosis of threats to the west and his hope for a phenomenological response to renew humanity

The Husserl Dictionary 2013-03-14
the husserl dictionary is a comprehensive and accessible guide to the world of edmund husserl the founder of phenomenology meticulously researched and
extensively cross referenced this unique book covers all his major works ideas and influences and provides a firm grounding in the central themes of
husserl s thought students will discover a wealth of useful information analysis and criticism a z entries include clear definitions of all the key terms
used in husserl s writings and detailed synopses of his key works the dictionary also includes entries on husserl s major philosophical influences
including brentano hume dilthey frege and kant and those he influenced such as gadamer heidegger levinas sartre and merleau ponty it covers everything
that is essential to a sound understanding of husserl s phenomenology offering clear and accessible explanations of often complex terminology the husserl
dictionary is the ideal resource for anyone reading or studying husserl phenomenology or modern european philosophy more generally
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The Phenomenology Reader 2002
includes a full introduction to one of the most influential movements in 20th century philosophy this is a comprehensive anthology of classic writings
from phenomenology s major seminal thinkers

Empathy, Intersubjectivity, and the Social World 2022-02-07
the volume gathers together over twenty contributions that emerged from a conference held in in honour of dermot moran on the occasion of his retirement
from university college dublin the book explores the contribution of phenomenology to empathy intersubjectivity affectivity and the constitution of the
cultural and social world from both a historical and an applied philosophical perspective theoretical and methodological differences in approach
notwithstanding phenomenologists have converged in the recognition that self and others are fundamentally related and have provided fine grained accounts
of the origin forms and implications of such relationship the volume critically reconstructs and further develops central aspects of this body of
research within a pluralistic framework it offers a renewed investigation of the work of classical phenomenologists like husserl heidegger sartre and
merleau ponty as well as an original application of phenomenological concepts and theories to contemporary discussions on intentionality culture emotions
and morality the book provides insights for scholars in phenomenological philosophy as well as in philosophy of mind and interpersonal and social
experience

Phenomenology 2004
this set reprints the essential scholarship published in the field it includes a general introduction by the editors as well as individual volume
introductions exploring and contextualising the main themes of the comprehensively covered tradition this is a key point of reference for anyone
researching the phenomenological tradition

The Phenomenology of Embodied Subjectivity 2014-01-14
the 17 original essays of this volume explore the relevance of the phenomenological approach to contemporary debates concerning the role of embodiment in
our cognitive emotional and practical life the papers demonstrate the theoretical vitality and critical potential of the phenomenological tradition both
through critically engagement with other disciplines medical anthropology psychoanalysis psychiatry the cognitive sciences and through the articulation
of novel interpretations of classical works in the tradition in particular the works of edmund husserl maurice merleau ponty and jean paul sartre the
concrete phenomena analyzed in this book include chronic pain anorexia melancholia and depression

Phenomenology and Mind 23 2022-12-01
andrea cimino dermot moran andrea staiti introduction ingrid vendrell ferran emotions and sentiments two distinct forms of affective intentionality
nicola spano the foundation of evaluation and volition on cognition a new contribution to the debate over husserl s account of objectifying and non
objectifying acts alexis delamare are emotions valueceptions or responses to values husserl s phenomenology of affectivity reconsidered veniero venier
husserl and non formal ethics emanuele caminada things goods and values the operative function of husserl s unitary foundation in scheler s axiology
cristiano vidali the experience of value the influence of scheler on sartre s early ethics paola premoli de marchi the axiology of dietrich von
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hildebrand from phenomenology to metaphysics roberta guccinelli schatten der irresponsivität pathos ohne response response ohne pathos trauma widerstand
und schelers begriff der seelischen kausalität review eugene kelly review of roberta de monticelli s towards a phenomenological axiology

The Routledge Companion to Twentieth Century Philosophy 2008-10-27
featuring twenty two chapters written by leading international scholars this major publication covers all the key figures and movements from frege to
derrida and philosophy of language to feminist philosophy

Phenomenology of Sociality 2015-11-19
phenomenological accounts of sociality in husserl heidegger merleau ponty sartre scheler schütz stein and many others offer powerful lines of arguments
to recast current predominantly analytic discussions on collective intentionality and social cognition against this background the aim of this volume is
to reevaluate critically and in contemporary terms the rich phenomenological resources regarding social reality the interpersonal collective and communal
aspects of the life world lebenswelt specifically the book pursues three interrelated objectives it aims 1 to systematically explore the key
phenomenological aspects of social reality 2 to offer novel state of the art assessments of both central and lesser known proponents of the phenomenology
of sociality gurwitsch löwith von hildebrand or walther and 3 to contextualize this elaborate body of work in light of contemporary social cognition
research the growing literature in analytic social ontology and current trends in moral psychology moral phenomenology and social and political
philosophy the collection brings together original articles by a host of prominent scholars and upcoming young talents to provide a comprehensive and up
to date treatment of the topic it will be essential reading for those studying phenomenological accounts of intersubjectivity empathy and community
including analytic social moral and political philosophers and will also be of interest for social scientists and social psychologists

Conscious Thinking and Cognitive Phenomenology 2019-10-23
this book concerns the nature and character of conscious thinking from a philosophical perspective one main aspect of conscious thinking addressed by the
contributors is the phenomenal character involved in undergoing an episode of thinking or in other words the question of what it is like to think a
certain thought what has been called cognitive phenomenology this contested phenomenal character constitutes a form of phenomenal consciousness that
needs clarification and further consideration within consciousness studies cognitive psychology and philosophy the present volume brings together
chapters on the topic that contribute to clarify the notions and questions involved in the discussion expanding the scope of the debate on cognitive
phenomenology to other relevant aspects of conscious thinking and related domains several different topics are treated in the book such as the relation
of cognitive phenomenology with rationality with the self with attention or with the notion of cognitive access as well as consideration of particular
kinds of experiences of recognition and the so called aha experiences the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of
philosophical explorations

Logical Investigations 2001
coinciding with the renewed interest in husserl and the origins of phenomenology logical investigations his most famous and influential work is presented
here in paperback for the first time
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Hegel and Phenomenology 2019-07-24
this volume articulates and develops new research questions and original insights regarding the philosophical dialogue between hegel s philosophy his
heritage and contemporary phenomenology including among others husserl heidegger merleau ponty and ricoeur the collection discusses methodological
questions concerning the relevance of hegel s philosophy for contemporary phenomenology addressing core issues revolving around the key concepts of
history being science subjectivity and dialectic the volume fills a gap in historiography expanding the knowledge of the impact of hegel s philosophy on
contemporary philosophy and raising new questions on the transformation of transcendental philosophy in post kantian philosophy the contributions
gathered in this volume shed new light on issues related to the problem of scientific method in philosophy on the philosophy of history as well as on the
dimension of subjectivity by providing critical insights into hegel s philosophy and contemporary phenomenology the book opens up new research
perspectives recommended to philosophers and scholars of different traditions especially classical german philosophy phenomenology and history of western
philosophy

フッサールの遺産 2018-10
現代を代表する現象学者による論争的著作 神経科学や思弁的実在論からの批判に明晰に反論し 超越論哲学の今後の積極的展望を示す

Ideas for a Pure Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy 2014-03-15
husserl s ideas is one of the most important works of twentieth century philosophy offering a detailed introduction to the phenomenological method
including the reduction and outlining the overall scope of phenomenological philosophy husserl s explorations of the a priori structures of
intentionality consciousness perceptual experience evidence and rationality continue to challenge contemporary philosophy of mind dan dahlstrom s
accurate and faithful translation written in pellucid prose and in a fluid modern idiom brings this classic work to life for a new generation dermot
moran university college dublin

Empathy, Sociality, and Personhood 2018-03-12
this book explores the phenomenological investigations of edith stein by critically contextualising her role within the phenomenological movement and
assessing her accounts of empathy sociality and personhood despite the growing interest that surrounds contemporary research on empathy edith stein s
phenomenological investigations have been largely neglected due to a historical tradition that tends to consider her either as husserl s assistant or as
a martyr however in her phenomenological research edith stein pursued critically the relation between phenomenology and psychology focusing on the
relation between affectivity subjectivity and personhood alongside phenomenologists like max scheler kurt stavenhagen and hedwig conrad martius stein
developed husserl s method incorporating several original modifications that are relevant for philosophy phenomenology and ethics drawing on recent
debates on empathy emotions and collective intentionality as well as on original inquiries and interpretations the collection articulates and develops
new perspectives regarding edith stein s phenomenology the volume includes an appraisal of stein s philosophical relation to edmund husserl and max
scheler and develops further the concepts of empathy sociality and personhood these essays demonstrate the significance of stein s phenomenology for
contemporary research on intentionality emotions and ethics gathering together contributions from young researchers and leading scholars in the fields of
phenomenology social ontology and history of philosophy this collection provides original views and critical discussions that will be of interest also
for social philosophers and moral psychologists
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Perception and the Inhuman Gaze 2020-06-03
the diverse essays in this volume speak to the relevance of phenomenological and psychological questioning regarding perceptions of the human this
designation human can be used beyond the mere identification of a species to underwrite exclusion denigration dehumanization and demonization and to set
up a pervasive opposition in othering all deemed inhuman nonhuman or posthuman as alerted to by merleau ponty one crucial key for a deeper understanding
of these issues is consideration of the nature and scope of perception perception defines the world of the perceiver and perceptual capacities are
constituted in engagement with the world there is co determination moreover the distinct phenomenology of perception in the spectatorial mode in contrast
to the reciprocal mode deepens the intersubjective and ethical dimensions of such investigations questions motivating the essays include can
objectification and an inhuman gaze serve positive ends if so under what constraints and conditions how is an inhuman gaze achieved and at what cost how
might the emerging insights of the role of perception into our interdependencies and essential sociality from various domains challenge not only
theoretical frameworks but also the practices and institutions of science medicine psychiatry and justice what can we learn from atypical social
cognition psychopathology and animal cognition could distortions within the gazer s emotional responsiveness and habituated aspects of social interaction
play a role in the emergence of an inhuman gaze perception and the inhuman gaze will interest scholars and advanced students working in phenomenology
philosophy of mind psychology psychiatry sociology and social cognition

Ideas 2012-08-06
with a new foreword by dermot moran the work here presented seeks to found a new science though indeed the whole course of philosophical development
since descartes has been preparing the way for it a science covering a new field of experience exclusively its own that of transcendental subjectivity
edmund husserl from the author s preface to the english edition widely regarded as the principal founder of phenomenology one of the most important
movements in twentieth century philosophy edmund husserl s ideas is one of his most important works and a classic of twentieth century thought this
routledge classics edition of the original translation by w r boyce gibson includes the introduction to the english edition written by husserl himself in
1931 husserl s early thought conceived of phenomenology the general study of what appears to conscious experience in a relatively narrow way mainly in
relation to problems in logic and the theory of knowledge the publication of ideas in 1913 witnessed a significant and controversial widening of husserl
s thought changing the course of phenomenology decisively husserl argued that phenomenology was the study of the very nature of what it is to think the
science of the essence of consciousness itself husserl s arguments ignited a heated debate regarding the nature of consciousness and experience that has
endured throughout the twentieth and continues in the present day no understanding of twentieth century philosophy is complete without some understanding
of husserl and his work influenced some of the great philosophers of the twentieth century such as martin heidegger and jean paul sartre

The Shorter Logical Investigations 2002-09-26
edmund husserl is widely regarded as one of the most influential philosophers of the twentieth century one of the founders of phenomenology the logical
investigations is his most famous work published in two volumes in 1 900 and 1901 it had a decisive impact on the direction of twentieth century
philosophy it is one of the few works to have influenced philosophers as far apart as frege and heidegger and had a crucial impact on the development of
both continental and analytical philosophy this abridged edition of j n findlay s translation makes the key sections of this classic work available in
one volume for the first time it has been specially edited and includes corrections to the findlay translation and a new introduction by dermot moran
placing the logical investigations in historical context and bringing out its importance for contemporary philosophy
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Studia Phaenomenologica: Vol. XV / 2015 - Early Phenomenology 2016-02-01
husserl s ideas is one of the most important works of twentieth century philosophy offering a detailed introduction to the phenomenological method
including the reduction and outlining the overall scope of phenomenological philosophy husserl s explorations of the a priori structures of
intentionality consciousness perceptual experience evidence and rationality continue to challenge contemporary philosophy of mind dan dahlstrom s
accurate and faithful translation written in pellucid prose and in a fluid modern idiom brings this classic work to life for a new generation dermot
moran university college dublin

Ideas I 2014
phenomenological accounts of sociality in husserl heidegger merleau ponty sartre scheler schütz stein and many others offer powerful lines of arguments
to recast current predominantly analytic discussions on collective intentionality and social cognition against this background the aim of this volume is
to reevaluate critically and in contemporary terms the rich phenomenological resources regarding social reality the interpersonal collective and communal
aspects of the life world lebenswelt specifically the book pursues three interrelated objectives it aims 1 to systematically explore the key
phenomenological aspects of social reality 2 to offer novel state of the art assessments of both central and lesser known proponents of the phenomenology
of sociality gurwitsch löwith von hildebrand or walther and 3 to contextualize this elaborate body of work in light of contemporary social cognition
research the growing literature in analytic social ontology and current trends in moral psychology moral phenomenology and social and political
philosophy the collection brings together original articles by a host of prominent scholars and upcoming young talents to provide a comprehensive and up
to date treatment of the topic it will be essential reading for those studying phenomenological accounts of intersubjectivity empathy and community
including analytic social moral and political philosophers and will also be of interest for social scientists and social psychologists

Phenomenology of Sociality 2016
volume xvii part 1 phenomenology idealism and intersubjectivity a festschrift in celebration of dermot moran s sixty fifth birthday part 2 the
imagination kant s phenomenological legacy aim and scope the new yearbook for phenomenology and phenomenological philosophy provides an annual
international forum for phenomenological research in the spirit of husserl s groundbreaking work and the extension of this work by such figures as
scheler heidegger sartre levinas merleau ponty and gadamer contributors andreea smaranda aldea lilian alweiss timothy burns steven crowell maxime doyon
augustin dumont richard kearney mette lebech samantha matherne timothy mooney thomas nenon matthew ratcliffe alessandro salice daniele de santis andrea
staiti anthony j steinbock michela summa thomas szanto emiliano trizio and nicolas de warren submissions manuscripts prepared for blind review should be
submitted to the editors burt crowell hopkins univ lille3 fr and drummond fordham edu electronically via e mail attachments

Phenomenology 2010 2011-01-01
12カ国語に翻訳された世界で最も信頼されるフッサール現象学の入門書 待望の新装版
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The New Yearbook for Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy 2019-03-18
this set reprints the essential scholarship published in the field it includes a general introduction by the editors as well as individual volume
introductions exploring and contextualising the main themes of the comprehensively covered tradition this is a key point of reference for anyone
researching the phenomenological tradition

フッサールの現象学 2017-04
husserl and spatiality is an exploration of the phenomenology of space and embodiment based on the work of edmund husserl little known in architecture
husserl s phenomenology of embodied spatiality established the foundations for the works of later phenomenologists including maurice merleau ponty s well
known phenomenology of perception through a detailed study of his posthumously published and unpublished manuscripts on space dufour examines the depth
and scope of husserl s phenomenology of space the book investigates his analyses of corporeity and the lived body extending to questions of
intersubjective intergenerational and geo historical spatial experience what dufour terms the environmentality of space combining in depth architectural
philosophical investigations of spatiality with a rich and intimate ethnography husserl and spatiality speaks to themes in social and cultural
anthropology from a theoretical perspective that addresses spatial practice and experience drawing on fieldwork in brazil dufour develops his analyses of
husserl s phenomenology through spatial accounts of ritual in the afro brazilian religion of candomblé the result is a methodological innovation and
unique mode of spatial description that dufour terms a phenomenological ethnography of space the book s profoundly interdisciplinary approach makes an
incisive contribution relevant to academics and students of architecture and architectural theory anthropology and material culture and philosophy and
environmental aesthetics

Phenomenology 2004
introduction to phenomenology is an outstanding and comprehensive guide to phenomenology dermot moran lucidly examines the contributions of phenomenology
s nine seminal thinkers brentano husserl heidegger gadamer arendt levinas sartre merleau ponty and derrida written in a clear and engaging style
introduction to phenomenology charts the course of the phenomenological movement from its origins in husserl to its transformation by derrida it
describes the thought of heidegger and sartre phenomonology s most famous thinkers and introduces and assesses the distinctive use of phenomonology by
some of its lesser known exponents such as levinas arendt and gadamer throughout the book the enormous influence of phenomenology on the course of
twentieth century philosophy is thoroughly explored this is an indispensible introduction for all unfamiliar with this much talked about but little
understood school of thought technical terms are explained throughout and jargon is avoided introduction to phenomenology will be of interest to all
students seeking a reliable introduction to a key movement in european thought

Husserl and Spatiality 2021-11-29
edmund husserl is the founder of phenomenology and the logical investigations is his most famous work it had a decisive impact on twentieth century
philosophy and is one of few works to have influenced both continental and analytic philosophy this is the first time both volumes have been available in
paperback they include a new introduction by dermot moran placing the investigations in historical context and bringing out their contemporary
philosophical importance these editions include a new preface by sir michael dummett
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Introduction to Phenomenology 2002-06-01
this book presents a historiographical and theorical analysis of how husserlian phenomenology arrived and developed in north america the chapters analyze
the different phases of the reception of edmund husserl s thought in the usa and canada the volume discusses the authors and universities that played a
fundamental role in promoting husserlian phenomenology and clarifies their connection with american philosophy pragmatism and with analytic philosophy
starting from the analysis of how the first american scholars of edmund husserl s thought opened the door to the reception of his texts the book explores
the first encounters between pragmatism and husserlian phenomenology in american universities the study focuses then on those scholars who fled from
europe to america from 1933 onwards to escape nazism felix kaufmann alfred schutz aron gurwitsch herbert spiegelberg fritz kaufmann among the most
notable and illustrates how their teaching provided the very basis for the spreading of husserlian phenomenology in north america the volume examines
then the action of the 20th century north american husserl scholars together with those places societies centers and journals specifically created to
represent the development of the studies devoted to husserlian phenomenology in the u s with a focus of the regional phenomenological schools

Logical Investigations Volume 1 2012-11-12
after husserl the study of phenomenology took off in different directions the ambiguity inherent in phenomenology between conscious experience and
structural conditions lent itself to a range of interpretations many existentialists developed phenomenology as conscious experience to analyse ethics
and religion other phenomenologists developed notions of structural conditions to explore questions of science mathematics and conceptualization
phenomenology responses and developments covers all the major innovators in phenomenology notably sartre merleau ponty and the later heidegger and the
major schools and issues the volume also shows how phenomenological thinking encounters a limit a limit most apparent in the aesthetical and
hermeneutical development of phenomenology the volume closes with an examination of the furthering of the division between analytic and continental
philosophy

The Reception of Husserlian Phenomenology in North America 2019-06-05
the present volume comprises central insights about the nature of phenomenology from some of the most prominent scholars in contemporary phenomenology
the format of the contributions conceived as responses to a five question questionnaire has allowed each author to address in a concise and flexible way
a broad range of topics from personal reflections on how each of them was drawn into phenomenology to considerations of the latter s significance in the
contemporary intellectual landscape the result is a volume containing insightful and thought provoking reflections about the past present and future of
phenomenology from outstanding scholars in the field the five questions that contributors were asked to answer were the following 1 why were you
initially drawn to phenomenology 2 what are your main contributions to the field of phenomenology 3 what is the proper role of phenomenology in relation
to other disciplines 4 what have been the most significant advances in phenomenology 5 what are the most important open problems in phenomenology and
what are the prospects for progress interviews with renaud barbaras rudolf bernet john b brough david carr steven crowell franc oise dastur nicolas de
warren john drummond gu nter figal shaun gallagher miguel garci a baro sara heina maa nam in lee dermot moran tetsuya sakakibara anthony j steinbock
bernhard waldenfels dan zahavi
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Phenomenology and the Understanding of Human Destiny 1981
shows how speculative realism is replacing phenomenology as the beacon of realism in contemporary continental philosophy

Phenomenology 2014-09-03
philip blosser and thomas nenon the essays in the volume were assembled in honor of lester embree who celebrated his 70th birthday on january 9 2008 a
preview of this volume was presented to professor embree at a reception sponsored by the center for advanced research in phenomenology that was held in
his honor at the 2008 meeting of the husserl circle at marquette university in milwaukee wisconsin the title advancing phenomenology is purposely
ambiguous on the one hand these essays document the progress that phenomenology as an ongoing and vibrant movement has made in the period of over a
century since its inception they ill trate the advance of phenomenology both in terms of the range of topics represented in this volume and in terms of
the disciplinary and geographical diversity of the scholars who have contributed to it the topics range from scholarly appropriations of past
achievements in phenomenology to concrete phenomenological investi tions into ethics gender and environmental philosophy as well as phenomenolo cal
reflections on the foundations of disciplines outside philosophy such as psychology history the social sciences and archeology the contributors come both
from philosophy departments and from a number disciplines outside of philosophy such as sociology psychology and archeology and they come from all around
the world from north america from western and eastern europe from latin america and from several different countries in asia

Phenomenology 2018-11-04
this book explores the problem of time and immanence for phenomenology in the work of edmund husserl martin heidegger maurice merleau ponty and jacques
derrida detailed readings of immanence in light of the more familiar problems of time consciousness and temporality provide the framework for evaluating
both husserl s efforts to break free of modern philosophy s notions of immanence and the influence heidegger s criticism of husserl exercised over
merleau ponty s and derrida s alternatives to husserl s phenomenology ultimately exploring various notions of intentionality these in depth analyses of
immanence and temporality suggest a new perspective on themes central to phenomenology s development as a movement and raise for debate the question of
where phenomenology begins and ends

End of Phenomenology 2014-06-04
this volume identifies and develops how philosophy of mind and phenomenology interact in both conceptual and empirically informed ways the objective is
to demonstrate that phenomenology as the first personal study of the contents and structures of our mentality can provide us with insights into the
understanding of the mind and can complement strictly analytical or empirically informed approaches to the study of the mind insofar as phenomenology as
the study or science of phenomena allows the mind to appear this collection shows how the mind can reappear through a constructive dialogue between
different ways phenomenological analytical and empirical of understanding mentality

Advancing Phenomenology 2010-09-08
the current revival of interest in ethics in literary criticism coincides fortuitously with a revival of interest in love in philosophy the literary
return to ethics also coincides with a spate of neuroscientific discoveries about cognition and emotion but without a philosophical grounding this new
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work cannot speak convincingly about literature s relationship to our ethical lives jean luc marion s articulation of a phenomenology of love provides
this philosophical grounding the phenomenology of love and reading accepts jean luc marion s argument that love matters for who we are more than anything
more than cognition and more than being itself cassandra falke shows how reading can strengthen our capacity to love by giving us practice in love s
habits attention empathy and a willingness to be overwhelmed confounding our expectations literature equips us for the confounding events of love which
falke suggests are not rare and fleeting but rather constitute the most meaningful and durable part of our everyday life

Phenomenology and the Problem of Time 2016-09-15

Standpoint Phenomenology 2015-08-11

Philosophy of Mind and Phenomenology 2016-11-17

The Phenomenology of Love and Reading
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